Mandatory multilingual fields fail fail

Status
Open

Subject
Mandatory multilingual fields fail

Version
17.x
17.x Regression

Category
- Regression
- Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Feature
Trackers

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
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Volunteered to solve
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Lastmod by
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Rating

Description
When a mandatory field like a title is multilingual if you fail to enter a value in all languages the form submits with a hidden error and fails to create the item or show why

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
6

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
6362

Created
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LastModif
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Comments

luciaš d' being ♂ 08 Dec 17 11:13 GMT-0000
I do not see that fail in 18.x - can you Jonny set a show instance pls?

Jonny Bradley 08 Dec 17 11:35 GMT-0000
Sure thing (had forgotten about this one, thanks ;)

Jonny Bradley 08 Dec 17 11:48 GMT-0000
Ok, done, it looks like the feedback is now fixed, but still there's no client-side validation for it happening, so 5/10, could try harder! 😃

Not sure if that means we should close this one?

luciaš d' being ♂ 08 Dec 17 12:03 GMT-0000
Well it shows the error now or it warns user it could not be created in the ajax service so I would say close or rename the bug report?
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